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sub: urgent reconsideration of the retrograde poricy of posting of .exceJs
BsNtco and other-Circles oN DEPUTATT-ON incurring huge exf,enditgre eAihibii, i"
*rt""'elnli i.
in serious financial crisis, not able to pav ilre salary and medical
facilities to its own
employees' BAs having more than I titir connections and more
ihan
so-r00 crores
revenue are not having PGM/GM but BAs with very less connections
and revenue have
more than one PGM/GM posted! Excess PGM/GMs working in
BSNtco and ottrei ma-:or
Cities to be redeployed to the field units for optimum utilization
of the Officers.
As per union cabinet decision of 2013, maximum number of pGM/GM
level officers to
be deployed in BSNL during 2o2o'21. is just 293 and 2-o2t-?2
ir ilrt 199 but working
number is about 425. About 225 excess officers and the officeriunwilling
to work in
field units should be send back to DoT immediately so that 7 to e
crores expenditure
can be reduced each month with a total saving of gb to 100 Crores per
year.
Ref: 1. DoT letter No: A-110L316412ol2-Abs.celt Dated 11.03.2013
2. sNEA/cHe/cMD/2oLs-2u43 Dated 16.10.2019.
3. sNEA/cHe/cMD/zorg-zusr Dated r1.r1.20r9.
4. sNEA/cHe/cMD/2org-2u96 Dated 24.07.2o2o.
5' sNEA/cHe/cMD/zorg-zurrg Dated 23.10.2020.
6. BsNLco No: 315-0612o2o-pers.r (ft)12 Dated t2.o3.2o2l..
Shri.
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Dethi.

Director,
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Respected Sir,

Kindly refer the letters under reference above by which we drawn
the attention of
I9l-tll management and the Govt about the excess deployment of pGM/GM level
officers on deputation and creating huge financial riariiriti/ on esn4
violation of the union cabinet aeEisioi' dated 13.02.201i ana DoT in complete
order dated
11'03'2013' According to the deployment plan approved by the
union
cauinei,
itre
number of PGM/GM level officers to be depioyed in esul ror zozo-21 just
is
for 2021-22isjust 199 but today, the working number is more than 425. 2g3 and
rn other
words, about 130 PGM/GM level officers are viorking in excess from
zozo onwards
and in 202''22 the number will be about 225.To our surprise, about
15 GM/pGMs are
posted again from DoT to BSNL vide order dated t2.og.2b21r'in
complete disregard of
the Union cabinet decision which is beyond our imagination, whaimanagement
to do? BSNL Revival or make BsNt more sick at the earliest? In sharp contrast,intent
BSNL
reduced its own employee'strength by more than 50o/o through
vns one year back and at the
same time

borrowing more and more senior officers in excess, incurring huge
expenditure. BSNL
paying
is
about Rs 90
per
crores
annum
as
salary
and
atlowances
to
the
excess officers
lo-1oo
working in BSNL when BSNL is not abie pay the salary for its employees
in time. Lot of me.Fures

r

are taken to reduce the expenditure through VRS, labour cut etc but management simply
accommodating hundreds of senior officers in BSNL without any justification.

Posting of excess PGM/GMs in BSNL Corporate Office: About 15 PGM/GMs are already
working in excess at BSNLCO. For the effective functioning of BSNLCO, as paft of
Restructuriflg, d policy decision was taken by the MC of BSNL Board that 06 PGM/GMs only
justified and to be posted under each Functional Director at BSNLCO. Already some sections in
BSNL Corporate Office headed by PGM/GMs are working with just two or three Executives,
establishing the fact that their posting is not at alljustified. Surprisingly, another 04 GMs are
posted on 12.03.2O2L. At the same time, some major BAs with 100 Cores or more revenue
with hundreds of employee are headless without a PGM/GM. The number of DGMs working in
BSNLCO is less than the number of PGM/GMs! Whether additional GM posting to BSNLCO
justified? It is high time to abolish/merge small sections and deploy the officers to field units.

Postino of excess PGM/GMs in Circle Offices: It can be observed from the chart that in
many Circle Offices, large number of senior Officers are posted in excess, creating huge financial
burden on BSNL. More specifically the number of PGM/GMs posted in CHG, RAl, HR, J&K, UKD,
UPW, GUJ, PB, MP, BR etc are exorbitantly high when 06 PGM/GMs are posted in major Circles
like Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Maharashtra is the only one Circles larger than TN and KRL. When 03
PGM/GMs are posted in small Circles like HP, JKD etc, 0B GMs are posted in small Circle
Chhattisgarh,0T in HR and 06 each in UKD and UP(W) etc.
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Posting of PGM/GMs in BAs: Large number of PGM/GMs are posted at major cities like Jaipur,
Hyderabad, Bangalore etc in excess. Many BAs with more than 50 Crores revenue are working
without PGM/GM level Officer for years together. This is seriously affecting the services of
BSNL and revenue generation. Unfoftunately, BSNL management is not utilizing the
senior Officers on deputation from DoT as per the requirement of the company, BSNL.
One PGM/GM level Officer is efficiently managing many BAs including high revenue
earning Category BA in the most profitable and potential Circle like Kerala. This
establish that no need for more than one GM/PGM in other BAs with less working
connections and less revenue, that also on deputation?
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In Core Network also many GMs are almost idle after the restructuring and merger. In many
places, they are posted without any sanctioned post after restructuring. The delay for their
redeployment is not in the interest of the company or the employees. The merger of STR and STP
is not taken place so far even though orders are issued in January, 2020. For whom the merger is
delaying? For few officers? The company interest is compromised!

are not at all required in BSNL on deputation. BSNL is having
hundreds of its own experienced Officers to handle all the DGM posts. As per the
deployment plan, no DGM is to be deployed in BSNL from 2O2l'22 onwards. All the
DGM levet officers

DGMs on deputation are to be sent back to DOT by discontinuing entrustment charge.
When BSNL is not abte to pay the salary in time; medical bills, labour payments and

vendor payments are pending for months together; electricity and rentals payments
are pending; the posting of excess PGM/GM in BSNL on deputation with an
expenditure of 80 to 100 Cores is not at all justified. It is giving a very bad signal to
the employees who are waiting for their salary and maintaining the network by
spending from their pocket. This action is not at all expected from the company
management, when company is struggling to come out of serious financial crisis.
Responsibility is to be fixed for the complete mess and borrowing of excess Officers
on deputation, creating serious financiat crisis in the organization. When the staff
strength is reduced by more than 50o/o, maximum requirement of senior Officers on
deputation is less than 200 as decided by the Cabinet.
All the excess ITS officers working in BSNLCO and other places as mentioned above
can be redeployed to other BAs as per company requirement. We never witnessed
such a pathetic situation in BSNL where the management became helpless in posting
the senior officers as per the company requirement! Ultimately the company and the
employees aFe suffering, connections are closing due to poor maintenance and
monitoring, revenue is coming down and BSNL management has to take the full
responsibility.
The excess PGM/GMs at BSNLCO and Circles, numbering about 225 may be sent back
to DoT without further delay and save huge expenditure of 80 to 100 Cr. Remaining
officers are to be deployed as per the company needs, purely on the basis of
performance, which is missing today, Pers section has to deliver on this.
With kind regards,

ffiwfrzl2o,z\

to: 1. Shri. Ravi Shankar Prasad, Hon MoS & IT for kind interuention pl. After the
approval of the revival Plan in October, 2019, it was assured to AUAB that
responsibility will be fixed for the failure on BSNL Revival. If corrective steps are not
taken immediately, BSNL also will go in MTNL way.
Copy

2. Shri. Anshu Prakash, Secretary, DoT for kind interuention pl.
3. Shri. Aravind Vadnerkar, Director (HR), BSNL Board for info and n/a pl.
4-7. DIR(F|n)/DIR(CFA)/DIR(CM)/DIR(EB), BSNL CO for info and n/a pl
B. Shri. R K Goyal, PGM (Pers), BSNL CO for info and n/a pl.
9. Shri. Manish Kumar, GM (Restg), BSNL CO for info and n/a pl.

